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POLLUTION

Lessening pollution: Stormwater
management pits costs against
clean water

If you think federal initiatives to reduce pollution from

stormwater runoff are issues usually buried in engineering

lingo and plentiful acronyms, Kirk Stoner, Cumberland

County’s director of planning, thinks the issue soon will

affect an area of life more easily understood: your

pocketbook.

“Stormwater management is one of these issues kind of

lurking in the background that I think is going to crop up

over the next few years and hit the taxpayer in the wallet,”
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Lessening pollution: Officials say

they face challenges in pursuit

Questions regarding the

implementation of stormwater

pollution reduction are primarily

focused on the how and why. Read

more

Stoner said. “I don’t think the average resident realizes the

extent to which it will be regulated in the future, and the

impact it will have on them personally.”

Clean water advocates believe people are affected by the

issue in more ways than just the money — stormwater

runoff becomes part of local waterways in which people

swim and which serve as sources for drinking water.

Caught in the middle of the issue are “urbanized”

municipalities, including most boroughs and townships in

eastern Cumberland County, which are required to reduce

stormwater pollution by 60 percent by 2025.

Local municipalities say they’re studying the issue to find

solutions that are both effective and not overwhelmingly

costly.

Municipal options

A primary concern is that stormwater ultimately has to go

somewhere, and some options likely won’t work in all

locations. For example, Hampden Township Commissioner

John Thomas said infusing the water into the land is a bad idea in limestone-covered Hampden

Township. The township already deposits some of its stormwater in fields in the north part of the

township.

He said the best idea for the township is likely to undertake a gradual, development-by-

development process, and they’ll likely address other stormwater problems causing flooding in the

southern part of the township at the same time. They already have approached the Naval Support

Activity base in the township about directing some stormwater to green acres on base property, he

said.

Places which have already established infrastructure, like Mechanicsburg, have limited and

expensive options — such as installing underground tanks to store water — according to Greg

Rogalski of Pennoni Associates Inc., who serves as Mechanicsburg’s borough engineer.

Part of the plan requirement involves outreach to convince residents to incorporate best

management practices, such as rain gardens in their homes, Rogalski said. Jill Witkowski, director

of the Choose Clean Water coalition, encouraged residents to reduce stormwater pollutions by

ensuring that their car isn’t leaking oil, avoiding fertilizing plants before rainfall and picking up dog

waste.

Even with the support of residents, however, Rogalski said most of the total reduction will require

infrastructure changes at a municipal level.

The Borough of Carlisle has created a staff committee to evaluate options and look into the cost of

meeting the requirements, borough secretary Debra Figueroa wrote in an email. The borough has

submitted a Growing Greener Plus grant application to create an urban stormwater park at the

former International Automotive Components plant, Figueroa wrote. The park could include rain

gardens, and stormwater meadows would employ an “integrated method of stormwater

management” for a large area.

Thomas said he would prefer that DEP demonstrate the extent of the township’s problem prior to

mandating pollution reduction goals similar to those of other municipalities.

“I would like to see that Hampden Township has a problem before Hampden Township spends

money,” he said.

Cost and funding

To the extent that municipalities do know what they can do to reduce stormwater, cost remains a
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concern. Aside from certain grant opportunities, municipalities are going to be required to pay for

the upgrades themselves, Rogalski said.

While costs still are being determined, Rogalski said it likely will be in the hundreds of thousands of

dollars for Mechanicsburg. Costs will vary widely, Stoner said, but financing the necessary

improvements could be particularly difficult for small municipalities such as Shiremanstown.

Ed Knittle, senior director of education and sustainability for the Pennsylvania Association of

Boroughs, said he is concerned that the “pollution diet” is an unfunded mandate and will be an

additional expense. However, he said, it will not necessarily be “very expensive” for all

municipalities, particularly those that have been properly handling stormwater in the first place.

The poor economy in recent years has led to many municipalities falling behind in training staff on

proper stormwater management practices, making their costs greater, he said.

“Generally as a society, we’re not really good at being proactive,” Knittle said. “Now, as we move

forward, municipalities weren’t spending money on training for their staff. They need to do that all

the time, not just when the fire strikes.”

Jennifer Quinn, central Pennsylvania outreach coordinator for Penn Future, said many green

stormwater management practices, such as forest buffers and rain gardens, are actually more

cost-effective than traditional pipes and drains. Properly managed stormwater saves money in the

long run by limiting flooding caused by erosion and reducing the need for municipal water plants to

remove pollutants from drinking water.

“If we don’t pay for it through improved stormwater management, we’re definitely going to pay for it

in other ways,” she said. “It makes a lot more sense to mitigate than to rebuild.”

Still, some Pennsylvania municipalities which already have complied with DEP requirements have

imposed stormwater fees to pay for the cost, Thomas said. Radnor Township in southeast

Pennsylvania, for example, imposed an annual stormwater fee last October that ranges from $28

for 0 to 7,000 square-foot lots to $116 for lots over 43,560 square feet. An advantage of a

stormwater fee is that it structured so that businesses can be proportionately charged more than

small residences, Thomas said.

There are ways to mitigate the cost through intermunicipal cooperation, Stoner said, and the

county has organized a working group involving all the municipalities required to complete a

pollution reduction plan. At the least, the group hopes to relieve some administrative burdens, and

it has already received a grant to create a website — stormwaterpa.com/Cumberland-county.html

— that will fulfill some of the outreach requirements for all the municipalities, he said.

Rogalski also suggested that Mechanicsburg could potentially save money by being part of a

county-wide plan through shared overhead costs and certain projects such as streamside

buffering that could take place in multiple municipalities.

One course of action that isn’t a real option, officials said, is simply refusing to comply with

requirements.

“The penalties could be bad,” Thomas said. “I don’t want people to bang their head against the

wall — it is what it is.”

The EPA has fined several Pennsylvania municipalities after auditing their systems in recent years,

Rogalski said. While DEP has not been specific in how it will require compliance in this case, the

general consensus is that DEP will require municipalities to have made serious efforts before they

receive their next permit renewal in four years, he said.

“DEP has enforcement authority, which it is prepared to use as a last resort in communities which

fail to make reasonable efforts,” the agency wrote in an email.

Besides, Knittel said, stormwater management is an important responsibility of local government.

“It’s not necessarily the heavy hand of government coming down — it’s good management
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practice,” he said.

Witkowski said she sympathizes with the concerns about funding, but believes everyone has a

responsibility to restore waters that were damaged by pollution.

“This is a problem that we inadvertently created for ourselves over decades, and it’s time to fix it to

give our communities the resources we deserve, to help these local, vibrant waters that we can all

be proud of and we can be proud of turning over to our children’s children,” she said.

Regardless of the method of payment, Thomas assured Hampden Township residents that they

would not be asked to suddenly cover the cost of the entire project at once, he said.

“There’s going to have to be a stormwater budget — we know that,” he said. “We know we have to

pay for it, but this is not going to take place in one year. It’s going to take place in 10, 20, 30

years.”
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